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Let i? be a Dedekind domain and K  its quotient field, and S a central 
simple if-algebra with finite rank over K. We have already defined a 
hereditary order A over i? in 2 in [5], [6 ] and [7], namely A is a 
hereditary ring in 2 such that A is a finitely generated i?-module and 
AiT=S. In §§3-6 in [5] and in [6] we have studied properties of 
hereditary orders (briefly A-order) over local ring in 2, and in [7 ] we have 
extended those properties to the global case in the generalized quaternions.
In this paper we shall try to extend those results to the global case 
in any central simple iT-algebra.
In § I  we shall generalize the results in [5], [7 ] (Theorem 1.5) and 
obtain a decomposition theorem of two-sided ideal in an A-order A 
(Theorem I. 4). Furthemore, we obtain that every left (right) order of 
a one-sided ideal of A is an A-order (Theorem 1.1). Hence, if we consider 
one-sided ideal A  of A, we know that it is a left (right) ideal of the 
left (right) order of A which is hereditary.
We shall consider, in § 3, a decomposition of one-sided ideal of A-order 
by the characteristic product of normal and maximal one-sided ideals. 
In order to cosider it in global case, in § 2 we first study it in the local 
case.
We obtain that for two orders A«, A? which are of the same typs 
all left A'- and right A '^-ideal A*-' except finite number is expressed as 
above (Theorem 3.2) and those decompositions are unique up to left 
(right) quasi-equivalence (Theorem 3.4). If A’  ^ is not contained in any 
regular and maximal one-sided ideals then A‘  ^ is locally principal and 
A«, AJ are locally isomorphic (Theorem 3.5).
In §4 we define the ideal class and isomorphic class of A-orders 
and we obtain that those numbers are finite if R is the ring of integers 
(Theorem 4.1).
Finally in §5 we consider the different (discriminant) theorem in 
A-orders which is a slight generalization of the theorem in maximal orders 
(Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).
I. Normal ideals and inversible ideals.
Let i? be a Dedekind domain and K  its quotient field, and 2 a central 
simple /T-algebra. By order we mean an order A over R in 2.
D efinition I. Let A  be an order in 2 and A a left K-module in 2. 
I f  AK =^, then we call A is a left ideal o f A. Furthermore, i f  A  is 
contained in A, then A is called “ integral".
Definition 2. Let A be a finitely generated R-module in 2  such that 
AfiT=2. A* = {x\ g2, xA C A }, A j= { x \ 6 2, Ax ^  A } are orders and called 
the left order of A and right order of A respectively. We denote A‘, A^  
and A by A'(A), A''(A) and A'K
D efinition 3. Let A'^ be an ideal o f JSJ- and JSk For A=A'^ A “  ^=  
{xG2, Ax£A>'} = {x\ 62, xA £A j} = {x\ 6 2, A xA Q 4 }. I f  A> = A ’’iA ‘’)~^  
and Aj =  (A*J)“M ‘J then we call A'^ is “ inversible” .
If we say that a left ideal A of A is “ normal”, then we mean that 
A=A '(A ).
Let A be a left A-module. By trace ideal of A we mean the two- 
sided ideal in A which is generated by f{a), where / runs through all 
elements of Hom^^ (A, A) and «  6 A. We shall denote it by tJ (^A).
From the definitions we have
L em ma 1.1. For orders A>, A^ ' and the ideal A ‘J, we have A*\A'^Y^ = 
« A ) ,  and (A'0"'A'J=t;X-4‘")-
C o r o lla r y  1.1. Anideal is inversible i f  and only i f  t^i(A'^) = A^ , 
t i< a - )= a i
Corollary 1.2. Let A  be an h-order and A a left ideal o f A. A  is 
inversible i f  and only i f  T ^ (A )= A .
Proof. If A  is inversible then T^(A) =AA^ ^ = A. Conversely if r^(A) 
= A, r lr^AA)=A^iA) by [3 ],  Theorem A . I .
It is clear from this Corollary and [3], Theorem A. 2 that the 
category of inversible ideals in an A-order coincides with that of normal 
ideals.
Corollary  I. 3. Let A be an order and A an integral inversible left 
ideal in A. Then A is an integral right A’'{A)-ideal.
Proof Since A C A "', A'-(A) = A -M ^ A A = A .
L em ma  1.2, Let S be a ring and E a finitely generated left projective
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S-module, and T='Rom\{E,.E). I f  r\{E)=S and E is a finitely generated 
T-module, then r.gl. dim S^r.gl. dim T, (/.gl. dim T >  /.gl. dim S).
Proof. Let F be a right T-module and -> •••-> Po
F®Homr(£', T )-^ O a projective resolution of F (g) HomrCE, T ) as a right
T T
S-module by setting {g®  f{e))s = g ® f{se) for /6 Hom^(E, T), eGEand 
g&F. Since F  is S and T-projective, by [3], Theorem A .2 -> P „® E-^
S
----* Po® E F  ^ B-OtnriE, T ) ® E O  is a projective resolution as a right
S S S
T-module. However, Homy(E, T) ® E T  by [3], Theorem A. 4. Hence
S
-^P„®  E -*  ■■■ -^P ,®  E ^ F ^ O  is a projective resolution of F, which 
proves the lemma. Since T^(E) = T  and S =  Homj-(E, F), we obtain /.gl. 
dim T^/.gl. dimS by exchanging S and T.
T heorem  1.1. Let A be an h-order and A a left ideal o f A. Then 
A‘{A) and A’'(A) are h-orders. Hence A is inversible in A'(A) (A''(A)).
Proof. Let A '=  A^(A), then A '^  A. Hence A 'is  an A-order by [5], 
Coro. 1.4. It is clear that Hom^/(A, A )=A '(A ). Since A. is a projective 
A'-module, by [3 ] Proposition A .3. Hence, r\'{A)=AA-^ =
t ^^ '{A)AA~'^  =  {r'-j^ /{A)Y. However, is a two-sided ideal in A!, and
hence A =  r\{A)A imphes A'2HomV(Tj^<A), r]^'(A)). Therefore, tJ^ /(A) = A' 
by [5], Theorem I. 7. Thus A is a projective right A’'(yl)-module. Hence 
A''(i4) is hereditary by Lemma 1.2.
Let r 2 A  be A-orders. We recall the definition of left (right) con­
ductors. Let Ca(F) = {x I 6 2, F x ^ A}, and D a (F )=  {x| 6 2, x F ^ A }. We 
call Ca(F), Da(F) left and right conductor of F with respect to A. It is 
clear that Ca(F) ((Da)F)) is a unique maximal left A- and right F- (right 
F- and left A-) module in A. If A is an A-prder, then F = A '(C a(F)) by 
[5], Theorem I. 7. Hence, Ca(F) is regular ideal of F.
Corollary  1.4. Let A  be an h-order and F an order. Then A^(Ca(F )) 
is an h-order which contains F and is contained in h-orders containing A  
and F. Furthermore, Ca(F ) is a two-sided A-module, i f  and only i f  
a '(C a(f ) ) 2 a .
Proof. Since Ca(F) is a left F-module, A'(Ca(F ))2 F .  By the theorem 
A'(Ca(F)) is an A-order. We assume that the ring 12 generated by A and 
F is an order. Let C = C^iP), then CCC^(F). Let x 6 A'(Ca(A)), then 
xC C  xCa(F) CCa(F) C  A. Since C is idempotent, x C C C ,  and hence 
x e A ‘{C )=a . If A^(Ca(F ))2 A , then 0=A^(Ca(F)). Hence, Ca(F)CCC 
Ca(F).
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For two A-orders A ^ r ,  there exists a finite set 3>(A, r )  of prime 
ideal p in R such that A ^ g for /»6$ and A ,= r ,  for If T is
maximal, then $(A, r )  does not depend on r, and we call that A belongs 
to $-block (cf. Q 5], Section 7).
By simple argument (cf. [5], Lemma 7. 5), we have
Lemma I. 3. Let A be an order over R and A a one-sided ideal in A^. 
Then there exists a unique ideal A ' in A such that A^=A, and AJ=A^ 
fo r q.
Let A be an A-order, be the set of maximal two-sided ideals
in A.p., and N{Ap.) the radical of Ap., Then there exist, by Lemma 1.3, 
maximal ideals P,y and ideal Q^(Pi) in A such that {Pi/)p.=Mij, Q^iP^Pi 
=N{Ap^) and (P.7 )^=Qa(A-)»=A, for
We have obtained in [5], Theorem 7. 6
T heorem 1.2. Let A be an h-order in 2. Then the set of normal two- 
sided ideals in A is an abelian group which is generated by {Qd.P), Pi} •
Let A be an order and Q, a maximal order containing A. A unique 
maximal two-sided Xi-ideal in A is called the two-sided conductor (of O, 
with respect to A) and we shall denote it by Fa('^ )^-
T heorem 1.3. Let A be an h-order in {p^7-\-block. Then 
=  JlQaiPi). Conversely, we assume that R jP  is finite field, and X2 =  (0„)„
where is a maximal order in the associated division ring A o f h. I f  
r^X2o is an order such that F-p{0)= ILQaip^ then there exists an h-order
r ' containing r  such that (IIQr'(A))'^ T =  and the rank o f Tp^  is
equal to or larger than the number of two-sided simple compoments o f 
^PilQv{Pdpi=^Pil^(J^p^- Furthermore, F' is a minimal one among h-orders 
containig r.
Proof. Let be a prime in #. We assume that A, D, be orders 
over Rpi=R). If A is an A-order, then A^A^(A)^iV (0), and hence 
F^(Di)=N{Q). Thus, we have obtained the first part of the theorem. Next, 
we assume that and R/p is a finite field. Since N (Q )^
pn~^pT and pO, =  N(p,y for some t, N(O)*+'  ^=  pN(Q )C^pr. Hence 
N (Q )^ N (F ). We denote AT(O), A (^r) by N, N ' and n=Q /N  and so on. 
We may asume that R is complete by [6], Proposition 1.1. Then by 
assumption 0„ is a field and l2 = (Oo)„^A;:5no. Let M  be a simple left 
ideal in O, then O=Hom^ (M, M ). Let M = M J ^ M J ^ --- '^ M r= {0 ) he a
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composition series of M  as a left r-module. Since the M/s are
flo'inodules. Let T' = {x\ eO, for all t). Then rO iV  and
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V'lN^
' * O U \
* * O
* * /
Since N'{MflMi+^)=0, N '^ N (r ') .  Now we shall con­
sider a natural ring homomorphism g} of T/N' to V'/N(r'). Let 9>"*(0) =  
VfN'e, e is idempotent in T, then e(M{IMi+^) = 0 for all i. Since M  is a 
faithful r-mocule, e =  0. Hence, g) is monomorphic. Since M is a faithful 
r-module, all left simple components appear in ;.,i. Hence r
is equal to or larger than the number of simple component in V/N' as two- 
sided ideals. By |“6], Theorem 6.2, r is an r th A-order in O. If T" is 
an A-order such that r ' ] ^ r " ^ r ,  then is also a composition
series as left r"-module. Hence the number of simple components in 
T''IN {V") as a two-sided does not exceed that of V'jN. Therefore r' = r".
From the above proof we have
Corollary  1.5. Let 0  = (0(,)„; is a unique maximal order in a 
commutative field over K. I f  Fj^(B)=UQa(Pi) for an order A in O, then 
there exists an h-order containing A as in the thorem.
D efinition  4. Let P  be a two-sided ideal in A. P  is called prime i f  
A B ^ P  fo r two-sided ideals A, B in A  implies A ^ P  or B ^ P .
L em m a  I. 4. Let A  be an order over R, then every prime ideal is a 
maximal two-sided ideal.
We have a special case of [8], Satz 18
Proposition 1.2. Let A  be an h-order which belongs to {p^-block. 
Then for a prime ideal P  in A P  is regular i f  and only i f  (P, F^(B))=A.
Proof If (P, F)=A ,  A=(P^,Fp)  = (Pp,N(BJ)  = (P^,N(AJ)  toxpe^.  
Since P^ is maximal, P^=A \ i  p ^  P^ is equal to A^ or N(AJ  which 
is regular. Hence P  is regular. Conversely if P^ is regular then so is 
Pp for all p. Hence, since P^ is maximal, Pp==^p for pe^ .  Therefore, 
(P, F j^ (B)) =A.
Theorem 1.4. Let A be an h-order and A a two-sided ideal in A. 
Then A=P^P^ “ ■ PJ^ ^Q^  Q^A,, where the P ’s are normal prime ideals, 
the Q’s are maximal ones among normal ideals Q in A such that Q '^FJB ), 
Ag is not contained in normal ideals, and A J ^ F ” for seme p. The P ’s 
commute with P, Q and A, and the Q’s commute with Q,-. Furthermore, 
this expression is unique, where F=F^iB) for a maximal order B containing 
A  ( C f  [8 ] ,  Satz 19).
Proof. Let F be a maximal normal ideal containing A. Then 
Repeating this argument, we obtain a set of maximal normal 
ideals P,- such that A=PiPj ••• P^AJ, and Ao is not contained in maximal 
normal ideals since A is noetherian. We assume Ao=I=A. If AJ ^  F*" for 
all jO>0, then there exists, by Theorem 1.3, p such that 
which contradicts the assumption of AJ. Next if we repeat the above 
argument for maximal ideals of normal ideals Q,-2AJ such that Q,-2F. 
We have and A„ has the property as in the theorem.
Since (Pi)^=N(Bg) =N (A,) for (A belongs to $-block) and Qj-=Qa(Pj) 
for pj€<P, we know P{,Q j satisfy the conditions in the theorem. Let 
A = P ^ P ,-  PrQ, -Q s A = P iP '2 -  P'r'Qi ■ • • Q^AJ. Since (P ,, F )= A, P, con­
tains neither Qj nor AJ, and hence {P^, P j, • • •, P,.} =  {P ( , P^, • • •, Pr}. Thus 
we have obtained Qfi^ ••• QsA=QiQi •" QUA .^ We may assume Q^=Qz-- 
= Qt=Qi = — =Q 't'=  Q(P) for p e^ , and Q j^Q (p ) Q'y=¥Q(p) for ;> ? ,  
If AT(A^y'''2(A)^> and hence A  is contained in Qi, which
is a contradiction.
We shall recall the definition of characteistic product, see [5], §6.
D efinition 5. Let A B be module in 2. I f  AB =A 'B ' for modules 
A '2  ^  and B B  implies A '=A, B '=B, then we call the product AB is 
characteristic.
The substasntial parts of the following results are already proved in 
the case of maximal orders in [ I ] ,  [5].
Let A% Ap be orders and by a left A»- and right A‘-ideal A we mean 
that A'=A^(A) and Aj=A''(A), and we shall say briefly A», AJ-ideal, and 
denote it by A'-'.
L em ma  1.5. The product A' '^A*' is characteristic i f  and only i f  A^=A^, 
(see [ I ] ,  or [5]).
We have a generalization of Theorem 6.1.
T heorem 1.5. The set of h-orders in 2 and the set o f one-sided ideals 
have a structure o f a groupoid with respect to characteristic products. The 
set o f h-orders consists of units in this groupoid. The set o f two-sided 
ideals o f a given h-order is an abelian group. Conversely, let G be a set 
of R-submodules in 2 containing elements in K. We assume
1) G is a groupoid. I f  AB is defined in G for A, Be. G then AB is a 
product as a R-module in 2.
2) The units in G are all orders.
3) Let Abe a unit in G and L, S left ideal and right ideal in A, respec-
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lively. Then L, S e G  and the left unit T o f L {the right unit r '  of S) is 
left K-projective {right A.-projectives).
Then the set o f units in G consists of h-orders and G consists o f groupoid 
obtained from one-sided ideals with characteristic product.
Proof. The first part of the theorem is clear from Theorem 1.1 
and [5], Theorem 6.1. Let A be a unit in G and L a left ideal in A. 
Then LL"* = A', L"*L=A^ Let Q be a two-sided ideal in A such that 
Qp = iV(A )^ and Q, = A, for p ^ q .  = (A')^ and = (A^ )^ .
Hence, Q  ^ is left A^-projective. Since AJ is left A -^projective, so is Q .^ 
Therefore, A^  is an A-order, by [5], Lemma 3.6, which implies that A 
is an A-order. It is clear that A (^L)]^A'. Since LL“'= A ', A'(L)A’ = 
A^(L)LL-'=A'. Hence A'=A^(L). Similarly, we obtain A^=A--(L). It is 
clear that G consists of all one-sided ideals of A’s. If AB is defined in 
G, then A-'(A) = A (^B). Hence AB is characteristic.
R e m a r k  I. We have considered this theorem in p ] .  Theorem 6.1 
for two-sided ideals of an A-order A. In this case if we omit the as­
sumption “projective”, then the converse is not true, namely there exists 
non A-order A such that every two-sided ideal Al of A is inversible in 
A (^A) and A''(A). For example, let A = /i? /jV Then we can easily
[ p  RJ
check that evey two-sided ideal A in is isomorphic as a two-sided A- 
module to one of the following:
i) (R R \ 
(r  R j
ii) fR R \
M P J,
fR R \
I r ), ( P  R \  R R),
'R P 
R R
fR p '
U P
'p p' 
p^ R.
(P R \  
P PJ,
(P P \  
Kr  P
f R R S
\ P  P) ,
( P  P \  
KR RJ,
iv) ( R p \
[p R
V) (PR\  
[ r  P
vi) 'Rp  
P t!‘
p-‘ p \  
P RJ,
( P
PJ, ( a .
The left (right) orders of i) iii) and vi) are maximal and those of ii) 
and iv) are A-orders. Hence, those ideals A  are inversible in A'(A) and
hT{A). LetA = iP Ry 
^ Rp )
then A'(A) = ( R p \  
KP RJ
=A--(A) and AA-'=A^(A)=A--(A).
Hence, A is inversible in A--(A) = A'(A). However A is not an A-order.
Let A' and JSJ be A-orders. If there exists A‘, A^-ideal A’J we call 
A> and JSJ are of the same type. It is clear that we may assume 
A’’<Z,JSJr\Js?.
Lemma I. 6. Let A>, A-*' be h-orders over R. I /  and A^  are o f  the 
same rank^  ^ for all p then there exists a finite set o f prime ideals p( 
in R such that AJ=A* for g ^
Proof Let c=  {x\ eR , A'xCAj). Then c is a non-zero ideal In R and 
let <I> be the set of prime ideals In R which divides c. Ii q  ^<I>, then 
Cg=Rg and hence AjCA^. However since AJ and A^  are of the same 
rank, we obtain AJ=A^.
Lemma 1.7. Let A«, A^' be h-orders. I f  A* and A^  are o f the same 
rank for a prime p in R, then we can find an h-order A“ such that A®=A^, 
K = K  for q=¥p.
Proof. There exists a A*, A^-ideal A '\p )  by assumption and [5], 
Theorem 4.4. Then we obtain, by Lemm I. 3, a A«, A '^-ideal A such that 
Ap = A'^ip), A g = K  for q=¥p. Hence, AJ{A) is a desired order.
Theorem 1.6. A« and A^  are of the same type i f  and only i f  K  ^rid 
K  are o f the same rank for all p.
Proof. If there exists an ideal A‘’, then Al ,^ is a A*,A^-ideal for 
any p. Hence A* and A^  are of the same rank by p ] ,  Propo. 4.4. 
Conversely, we assume that A* and K  are of the same rank for all p, 
and hence there exists a A*, A^-ideal A>\p) by [6], Theorem 4.4. First 
we assume the set of prime ideals as in Lemma I. 6 consists of a single 
element, say p. Then A<‘ and A^ ' are of the same type by the proof of 
Lemma I. 7. We assume that the theorem is true for which consists 
of n —1 elements and ^ =  {p,, p ,^ "• , P ^ . Then there exists an A-order 
A° such that A"^=A* ,^ A".=A;J. for i=2 , - - - ,n .  Hence A% A" are of the 
same type and A“, A-' are of the same type by induction hypothesis. 
Therfore, A», A-^  are of the same type.
2. Decomposition of one-sided ideals in a local case.
By virtue of Theorem 1.4 we are interested ourselves to study a 
decomposition of A .^ Thus we shall study, in this section a decomposi­
tion of a normal one-sided ideal A as a characteristic product of maximal 
normal one-sided ideals. If we say “product" then we mean a chara­
cteristic product, and ideals are always normal.
First, we consider A-orders over R^, and all orders and ideas are 
considered over R  ^ and we denote them by O, A and A.
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I) See the definition in [6].
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an h-order over and A a maximal left 
ideal in A. Then A is a maximal right bJ{A)-ideal.
Proof. Let N  be the radical of A and Af{A) =  r . Since A = A'(A), 
A/AT = ... 0 / ,®  . . .0  and r/Ar(r)«Homi/^(A/ATA, A/ATA) by
[5], Propo. 4.4. We may assume that R  ^ is complete by the standard 
argument. Then there exists an idement element e in A  such that 
A =  Ae + AT. Furthermore A/ATA=(Ae+ATA)/ATA©A''/ATA, and AT/ATA is a 
simple left A-module, since if N '^B '^N A  for a left A-module B then we 
have A^N~'^B^A. It is clear from []6], Lemma 3.2, that r^A ^ A T (r) . 
Since (NfNA)A = (O), A / N(F) ^  Homi((Ae+NA)/NA, (Ae+ NA)/NA) is a 
maximal right ideal in r/AT(r).
Proposition 2.2. Let A>, A^  be r'* h-orders over Rp. Then A \ A^ - 
integral ideal is linearly ordered with respect to inclusion.
Proof. (A‘-’)'*B'-' is a two-sided normal ideal of A \  and hence
(At^)-^B‘^ =N(Ai)* for some /. If #>0, B‘J=A'JAT(A0'CA«>. If /< 0 ,  then
By virtue of Proposition 2.2 we have
Definition 6. Let A®, A^  be r*’’ h-orders. A  unique maximal integral 
left A®, A^-ideal is called the distance ideal of A°^  to A ,^ (notion D®^ ).
It is clear that D*pc|:AT(A“), N(A%
Proposition 2.3. Let A% A^  be r*’' h-orders. Then (A-'A*)"' is the 
distance ideal i f  and only i f  there exists an integral ideal A‘J such that 
A’^ A* (A^A*-') is a two-sided regular ideal of A‘ (A )^. In this case A'-'A>=A», 
A'J = CAjAO-'.
Proof. Let A‘J be an integral ideal such that AJ'A'J is a regular ideal. 
LetS=AJA*. It is clear that S is an ideal. BA‘J=AjA«A‘J=AjA‘J. Hence 
Ai(B)=AK Therefore, A’’(B) =Ai, since A’'(B )^ At. Since B:^A«, 5'J = 
(B)-* C  A'. We obtain for an integral ideal C‘J that O^B =  A’J = A*JAjA< C A«. 
Hence dB^^’ which implies Bi^  =  D*K Conversely, we assume (AjA’)-* 
=  £)*■'. T h en  A' =  (AjA')"'(AJA») = D'JA«. Let A‘JA«=A<. A’J =  D'J’AT' for 
some f^ O . Hence A» = A‘JA*=D‘-'A/''A*C^^. Therefore Ai  ^= D^ K
C orollary  2.1. D*J = (AjA>)-* i f  and only i f  +  N(A^)ZN(Ai) does 
contain all left simple components in A»7AT(A<‘).
Proposition 2.4. Let A«, Aj be distinct h-orders containing the same 
h-order. I f  D‘J = (AJA>)-', then DJ‘=AJ'AT(A‘).
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Proof. Let C = AJN then D’^ A^N = D’-'AW = N, where N  =  iV(A»), 
Hence, A--(C)=A*', and A^(C)=AJ. Since C=AWCAW(F)CA^, C is inte­
gral, where F = AaAj. Since C==D^iN* for t^ O , A«^AjA« =
Hence t =  0.
D efinition 7. Let A®, A^  be r*’' h-orders over R^. I f  there exists a 
set o f r'* h-orders A<' such that A"=A", A\ , A"=A^, A«’=A'(A‘ ‘■*''). 
A’-+'= A--^A''^ *) awe? A * /s a maximal le ft AJ-ideal, then we call that 
there exists a path from A® to A^ .
Since is also a maximal right A<+'-ideal by Proposition 2.1, we 
can obtain the same path of A^  to A" by making use of right ideals.
UA' is called the ideal of a path of A® to A^ .
i
Proposition 2 . 5 .  Let A“, A^  be r*^  h-orders. Then the ideals o f path 
are linearly ordered by inclusion. Hence the number o f r*’‘ h-orders which 
appears in the shortest path is the same.
Proof. Let HA‘ be a path ideal. Then IIA' is a A", A^-ideal 
by Proposition 2.3. Since is a maximal left ideal in A‘, A® ^  A."'^  
^ IIj4‘«+* is a composition series of A®/nA^«+\ Therefore, the 
number of orders in a path is equal to the length of composition series 
of A"/nyl*‘-^ \ which proves the proposition.
We shall denote the ideal of a shortest path of A® to A^  by P “^ .
We shall prove that there exists a path between non-minimal A-orders.
Lemma 2 . 1. There exists a path between two maximal orders.
Proof. Let A.'*'^A,'^A2 ' y —'^A„ = D'*^  be a composition series of 
A®/D®^ . Let A«=A (^yl7^A,+i) is a maximal left ideal in A<. Therefore, 
A®=A“, A\ ••• , A”=A^ is a path of A® to A^ .
Lemma 2 .2 .  Let A®, A^  be r**' h-orders containing an h-order. Then 
there exists a path o f A® to A^
Proof. Let A„ be a minimal A-order contained in A“r\A? and 
Ca(|(A) =  I(S, ,  Sg, •••), where for the normal sequence®’ {M,} of maxima] 
two-sided ideals in A„ S [ =  {M„ M ,^ , M„,}, S i =  ,
-  : S',=^<p,S',r^S'J=cf,, vySH{M,}; S, =S^-M ,
(see [6], §2). Let A be an r + V '  A-order in A® such that C^ (^A) = 
/(S j-Ml, Sj, •••)• Then A®’'=Z)a(A‘”) is a maximal left A®-ideal, (see the
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2) C f. the proof of Theorem 2.3.
3) See the definition in [6].
proof [6], Theorem 5.1), then A = A “a A’ , and A‘‘  ^=  Ca„(A")A=/(S,, - )A . 
Since A’ =A''(A“ )^, £>a(A^) = A“\ We obtain, by [5], Theorems 2.3 and 
5.1, that Ca(A") =ATDa(A^)AT-'=/(M„, S „ - )A ,  where AT=AT(A).
Since Ca(A’’) =  Ca„(A '^)A =  7{(S, + M„), {S,-  M }, S^ , ■■•). Thus we have 
proved the following facts: A"<-^{SJ, S'z, ••• ,S^} ; SJ =  {Mi, ••• ,M „}, ••• 
S ' =  {Mt,, -  - S ' = {••• ,M J ; A '^ {S ; , - ,S <  + M,,+„.,,SJ.i-
Mti+mi,SU2 — ,Sr}, then there exists a maximal left ideal A in A such 
that A=A^(A), A '=A-^(A). LetA ' bean r'* A-order containing A„, which 
corresponds to S( =  {M^, •••,M„.r+i}, Si = {M„^r+z} •" ,Sr={M „}. Then 
we can find a path of A' to any r'* A-order A containing A^  by the above 
facts, and conversely a path of A to A'. Therefore, there exists a path 
between A" and A .^
Lemma 2.3. Let A and A' be n—V ' h-order in a maximal order X2, 
then there exists a path of A to A', where 0/AT(X2) = A„.
Proof. Let Li be a left ideal in A which contains exactly AT=AT(O). 
Then from [6], Theorem 5.3 we obtain A =  Q, r\ A’’{L^ r\ A’’{L^ r\ ••• a  
A''{L„-^, and Lf'^Lj+, for all i. We shall denote A by A(L,, L ,^ , L„.^. 
If L„-2 lN  is minimal, there exists a left ideal L ' such that L i^ L '^ L f+ , 
for some f. Hence A(L,, *" , L ,^ L , L^ +j^ , •••, L„^^ A(Li, ***, Li, ••• , 
L„-^r\A{L,, Lj, •••, Li, L', Li+,, •••, L„.^). Therefore we can find a path of 
A(Li, •••, L«-2) to A{L,, — ,L i, L', Li+,, — ,Ln-d- Thus we may assume 
L„- 2 /N is not a simple O-module and hence LjILi+, is simple for all i. 
Let A=A(Z<i, ••• , L^-j) and A '=A (L{, •••, L^-^. If L ,=I= Li, L,jL ,r\Li, 
L'i/LjALi are simple. Let A, = A{L„ L,r\L'i, L i ', ,L'^_2 ), and A^  =  
A(L;, Li A Li, LV , -  , L;1.2) and A[=A{L,r\L{, Li', -  , L "  i). Then A^aA' 
=  A(Li, L jALI, L s ', •••, L 'ii). Therefore, there exists a path of A^  to AJ. 
Similary we have a path of AJ to A^ . Hence there exists a path of A^  
to A^. Hence by using induction on t such that Li=L't for iC^t we can 
prove the lemma.
Theorem 2.1. Let A®, A^  be non-minimal r** h-order over Rp. Then 
there exists a path o f A® to A^ .
Proof. First we assume that A* and A  ^ are « —I'* A-orders. Let O 
and O,' be a maximal orders containing A® and A ,^ respectively. There 
exists a path 0®=0', •••, by Lemma 2.1. Let A» be a n—V '
A-order in 0 «a 0«+' ; A^=A", ••• ,A ”- '=A^ Then we obtain a path of A> 
to A«+' by Lemma 2. 3 and hence we have a path of A® to A ,^ Let A"
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and be any r'* A-orders and r®, be n —V' A-orders in A®, A^ . Let 
r*=r", ••• , r '= r ^  be a path of r® to r^. if we take an r** A-order A« 
containing r* such that A^=A*, , A'=A^ then A»AA<+‘^ r ‘. Hence 
there exists a path of A* to A<+‘ by Lemma 2.2. Therefore, we have a 
path of A® to A^ .
Proposition 2. 6. Le? A* be a non-minimal h-order. Then P ” is equal 
to AT(A). Hence the length of shortest path o f  A' to itse lf does not depend 
on A*.
Proof. Since A is not minimal, we can find a maximal left A-ideal
containing N(A). Let = (A*^-W(A), then 2 (A'^-W(A)A*  ^= AT(A^ ). 
If A=I=A^ , then B^* is not a two-sided ideal in A  ^ Hence B’VAT(A^ ) = /i0--- 
0 /,.; /,=t=A„,. for some /. Therefore, there exists a maximal left ideal
containing B^ *. Repeating this process, we have N(A) =  A^ ^B^  K ”’^ . 
Since B® are maximal one-sided ideals, m is equal to the length of 
composition series of A/N(A), which does not depend on A by [6], Coro, 
to Lemma 2.5.
T heorem 2 . 2 .  Let A®, A^  be non-minimal r*^  h-orber over Rp. I f  
P®^  is not contained in N(A“) (N(A^)), then any A®, A^-ideal is expressed 
as a characteristic product of maximal and normal integral ideals. I f  P®^  
is contained in N(A“) (AT(A®)), then any integral ideal except finite number 
is expressed as above.
Proof. Let P®^  be the path ideal of A® to A^ . P®p = Z)®W(AP)' for 
some t by Proposition 2.2, Therefore any A®, A^-integral ideal A except 
£>®^B(AP)% / = 1 , - , ^ - 1  is written as P®W(A^)^ Since P®  ^ N(A^) are 
expressed as product of maximal normal ideals by Proposition 2. 6, so is A.
Proposition 2. 7. Let A®, A^  be r*^  h-orders and (A^A®)'*=I>®^ Then 
Z)®^ is equal to the shortest path ideal of A® to A^ , and every A®, A^-ideal 
is products o f maximal and normal left ideals.
Proof. Let D®^  = (APA®)-* and A ^ '^ A ,'y A ,- ^ A „  = D'^  ^ be a com­
position series of A®/Z)®^  Since A,A® Z)®^A® = A®, r (A ^ = A \  Hence 
A\A i) =  AK Furthermore, sinceA7M,+i=B' ‘+* is a maximal A%A»+*-ideal 
in A». Hence Z>®® is an ideal of a path of A® to A^ . Therefore, Z>®^ is 
equal to the shortest path of A® to A^ .
T heorem 2. 3. Let A®, A^  be r*^  h-order over R^. I f  A®, A^  contain 
the same h-order, then = and hence any A^, A -^integral ideal is 
expressed as a characteristic product of a maximal one sided ideals.
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Proof. Let A=A“aA ^ then A is an A-order by assumption. Let 
A“^  = Ca(A«). Since A“^A=A“, Z)*^=(A^ A")-* = A*" by Proposition 2.3, and 
hence is expressed as a product of maximal left ideals by Proposition 
2.7. Furthermore, since Let then D
is a A®, A^-integral ideal. is a two-sided A-module, and nence A^  = 
A'-(A“^ )^A. Therefore, A*=A^aA^::)A. Let A^ = CaI(A^ ), then 
Hence D, =  (A^)~^D is integral A^A -^ideal and = Repeating
this argument, we have = ••• and A ' i s  expressed as a
product of maximal left ideals, which implies Z)“^ ==P*^ . Thus, we have 
proved the theorem.
In general there exists an ideal which is not expressed as a 
charecteristic product of maximal left ideal. Now, we shall consider 
those ideals. If ideals A“^  is contained in a normal and maximal left 
ideal, we may divide A“^  by it. Hence we may assume that A°‘^  is not 
contained in a maximal and normal left A"-ideal. Then it is clear that 
A“^  + N ‘‘“ is a two-sided A“-module, and
k  S
and A7AT"'‘=A„,^®-©A„,,©a"^^A, s ^ k .
T heorem 2 . 4 .  Let R be a local ring and an integral ideal which 
is not contained in maximal and normal left-ideals, then A“^  is not 
contained in maximal and nomal right t^-ideals. In this case A® is 
isomorphic to A^ . Furthermore those ideals are principal left A“-ideals and 
hence they are isomorphic as a left -module.
S
Poof. Let A®/AT®® = A„,j© ••• ® A„^0 A 0  ••• 0  A, ; A® is an
t
/j-order of r'* (= if+ s)'*, and « = 2  »«, + s is an invariant in S by [5], Coro.
J = I
to Lemma 2. 5. By usual argument (cf [6], Propo. 1.1.) we may assume 
that R is complete. Then there exists an idempotent element e in A®^
such that A®e + AT®®/iV®® = A®^ +A/'®“/iV®®. By the assumption on A®^  we
k
obtain = A„,^  © -  ® A„,, ® a T ^ ^ A , k < s .  Furthermore,
«^^ /Ar«®A®^  = (A®e + Ar®®A“0/iV"‘” A®P©A®^ niV®®/AT“<“A®^ and A®e+AT®®A®P 
A®P+ AT®®/AT®® as a left A®-module. Since A^iV^^;«Homi»/^«»(A®7 
and A^  is an order of r*\ A“^ rxN‘‘VN'^“A“^  contains 
at least r — (t +  k) =  s —k distinct simple left A®-components which are 
different from those in A“e+N"‘“A“^ IN‘“‘A“^ . However, the number of
simple components in A°‘^ r\N““/N°‘°‘A“^  is equal to n — ('^m i + k )= s —k.
1=1
Hence A,®^a AT“®/AT®®A®^ is a directsum of all distinct simple components
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which are different from those in K'‘e + N “'‘A ‘^  On the other
hand, = (O) and e is the identity mapping on
(A“e + and hence -  © A„,©
k  S
a"^^^ a +A?'®*/iV®" as a ring and «  A„^© ••• ©A^^©A ••• ©A.
Therefore, is not contained in maximal and narmal right -ideals. 
From the above observation, we know that A®^/AT®®A“^ «i A,„j© ••• ©A„,^© 
A©-"©A?»A®/AT®® as a left A®-module. Therefore, A®^  = A®«, which 
implies A^=a“‘A®a.
Corollary 2 .2 .  Let A® be an r*^  h-order such that A®/A/'*®=2© A„^., 
for all i. Then every one-sided A“-ideal is expressed as a product 
o f maximal le ft {right) ideals. Especially i f  A“, is principal {non-minimal), 
then A® satisfies the condition.
Proof. The above arguments are true if we exchange “ le f t” to the 
“righ t”.
Remark 2. Even if A®^  is expressed as a product of maximal left 
ideals by taking suitable maximal left ideals, there exist, in general, no 
expressions of product of maximal left such that the first factor of 
it is an arbitray maximal and normal left ideal containig A® .^ However, 
if A® satisfies the above condition, then A®^  is expressed as a product 
of maximal left ideals by any choice of maximal left ideals in each step 
of expression.
Corollary 2 .2 . Let A be a minimal h-order, then every one-sided 
ideal is principal.
Proof. In a minimal A-order every maximal left ideal (as a ring) is 
two-sided, and hence it is not regular.
T heorem 2 .5 . Any ideal A®^  is expressed as a product o f  two-sided 
ideals such that A“^ =A“'‘A'‘^ : A°“ is expressed as a product o f normal 
and maximal left ideals and A‘^  is not contained in normal and maximal 
left A^-ideals. I f  we have two expressions A®^ =A®*A''^  = A®*^ yl''^ ,^ then 
A®* !=» A®"" as a left A^-module, and as a right A^-module.
Proof. From Theorem 2.4 we obtain an regular element a such that 
A'^ =  aA^. Hence A®^ = = A®''a-M'‘'^  = A®''yl®'  ^ Therefore,
A®'^ =A®'‘a-*A''. Since A^'=aA^a-\ A®'' = A®'‘a-'.
Proposition 2. 8. Let A be an h-order with radical N. For any given 
two-sided A-module A in A containing N  there exists a le ft A-ideal A^  such
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that A^  + N —A. Hence i f  one o f  the simple components o f  AJN is a 
division ring, then there exists a left K-ideal which is not expressed as a 
product o f  maximal and normal left ideals.
Proof. We may assume that R is compete and A is written as a 
subring of matrix ring over a unique maximal order O in a division
ring by [6], Theorem 6.2. Let A/AT=A^^0A„ 
©•••0A„ . Furthermore, we may assume
)A^ ,^ and AjN=
A = JMij
m2-
mi
m2 mi
'-TL'" ... ••TC"-
•‘TC"-
: 7
W;+1
and A= •’•TC’"
O
' O
• ••TC'" •••TT*-*
...0 ...
m,+i
Let a  = I. O ■•I.
O 'I
y
O
I. O 
‘•I.
O '-I
O
O O
TU O 
O TC
K  O 
O 'tt
Then ce is a unit element in 2  and hence Aa is a normal left A-ideal 
in A. It is clear that Aa+A/^=A  If ••• =m^=\ and A!N=A.„^
then every maximal left ideal containing Ka  is a two-sided 
A-ideal. Therefore, Ace is not expressed as a product of maximal and 
normal left ideals
Remark 3. In general A'A-’ is not a A<, A-'-ideal. Hence Z)-'* 4= (A*A-')-' 
Furthermore, ever if Z)‘-' = (A^ 'A*)"‘, but Z)-'‘=1=(A'A^ ’)”‘.
For example, let
(R R p\ /R R R\ /R R R\
A* = R R p P R P . Then A*A-^ ‘ = R R R
\R R R J \R R Rj Kr  R R/
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IR R R\
A^A*= R R p  is a AJA<-ideal. Hence D ‘  ^=  but Z)J*=j=(A*AJ)-‘.
\R R Rf
We note that A* a  A^  is an A-order.
R e m a r k  4. The second ideals in Proposition 2. 8  are distance ideals 
which are not equal to the shortest path ideal.
L e m m a  2. 4. Let A»,A*, A‘, and be o f the same rank and an 
ideal. I f  fhgn there exist integral ideals C'*, 
fo r any ideal such that I f
then there exists an ideal 6 * 0  A*-'’ which is not expressed as above.
P roof Let N  =  AT". Then 6 *' =
(I)**)-' =  Hence if L^AT,
t ^ t , .  Therefore, A'J = D 'W 'i-W '2 = D'*6 «Z )'W 'i- '2. If LCAT, then 
= If A>^ ' = C «6 «C'J, then =  L>**6 *'D'*AT'
for some t^O . Hence, A’J = A ‘-'AT'^ S which is a contradiction.
P ro p o s it io n  2.9. I f  either D ‘* =  (A * A < ) - ‘ or D ‘ '^ =  {A^A‘)~\ then 
B*' i f  and only i f  there exists integral ideals O ’’, such that A ’  ^=  
C'’’B’’‘C‘K Especially i f  i=k, then A'^=B'^C‘K I f  D ’^’^ {A ’’A‘)~' ,^then fo r  
any ideal A'  ^ there exists ideal B’^ '^A^’ which is not related as above.
Proof. The first part is clear from Lemma 2.4. We assume that 
J[)»*4 =(a*A»)'* which means that D‘*A*+AT*'» is a proper two-sided 
A*-module. Hence D’*A* + AT*'= /^  M,-. Let A’  ^ be any ideal, then
(A'0-'D'*A*-A*^- + (A*0-W<*A'^ = A (^ ‘'0‘ W«^'^’- Since is theKi<r
normal sequence in A ,^ there exists a two-sided AJ-module C ^ N ^ ’ such 
that {CIN"){f\{Ai^y'-MiA'^IN^^) = {0). By Proposition 2. 8 we can find
K i < r
a right A^-ideal D such that D +AT" = C. Let A‘ =A\D ). Then there 
exists an ideal B*' as in the proposition by Lemma 2 . 4 .
3. Decomposition of one-sided ideals over Dedekind rings.
In this section we shall generalize the results in §2 to the global 
case. Let i? be a Dedekind domain and K  its quotient field. S is the 
central simple iT-algebra.
Let A* be order and L*'-' an integral ideal. Let C(L‘-') = {x\ eR, 
jirA'C^L'J}. It is clear that C{U '^) is an ideal in R.
Lemma 3.1. is maximal i f  and only i f  C{U^)=p'’ and DJ is 
maximal, where p is prime in R.
Proof. It is clear by Lemma 1.3.
Proposition 3.1. I f  is a maximal left hy-ideal then U’ is a 
maximal right h?-ideal.
Proof. Let C{U’)=p'‘. Then L J  is a maximal right A -^ideal by 
Proposition 2.1. Hence L'-' is maximal in A*.
Proposition 3.2. Let A% A-' be o f  the same type. Then there exists 
a unique maximal integral ideal D‘’.
Proof. There exists an ideal D'’ in A» sucn that D J = the distance 
ideal of A* to A^  for all p by Lemma I. 3. It is clear that D'-' is a unique 
maximal integral ideal in A> aA-'.
We shall call D*-' the distance ideal of JSJ to A^ ’.
Corollary 3.1. Let A>, A^ ' be o f  the same type. For any integral 
ideal we have = D'^B", where ’ is a normal two-sided h?-ideal.
Proposition 3.3. D =  (A-'A')-* i f  and only i f  there exists ideal 
such that A'^ JSJ (A^ 'yl*^ ) is a normal ideal in JSJ (A-').
We can define a path similarly to Definition 6.
Definition I'. Let A®, A^  be o f  the same type. The set o f  h-orders
A*=A», A', ,A ”=A  ^ such that A>=A'(L”+0, A*-+'=A’'(L»+0 is called a
path o f  A.°‘ to A^  and IIL''+^ is the ideal o f  this path where is a
i
maximal left A*-ideal.
It is clear that A'aA'+^ is an h-orAev for some p and AJ=AJ+* for 
Q^P-
Lemma 3.2. Let be an integral ideal. A'’ is expressed as a 
characteristic product o f  maximal left ideals i f  and only i f  so is A j fo r  
all p.
Proof. “Only i f” part is clear from Lemma 3.1. Let {x\ &R, A,-a:^  
=Pl^PP PP- If  ^= 1) “if part” is clear. We shall prove “if part” 
by induction on t. Let B'’’ be an integral ideal such that B J = A J  for 
P=Piy p 2 y"-,pt-x,  and BJ^=Aj for q^px, ■■■, pt-i and an integral 
ideal such that CJJ = AJ., C f '=AJ for q^ p , .  It is clear that A*=A*’^  
By assumption C*-* are expressed as a product of maximal ideals 
and hence so is A’’ = B ‘'‘C^ \
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T heorem  3 .1 .  Let A% A^ ' be o f  the same type which satisfy the con­
dition that i f  Ap 4= A* then they are not minimal. Then there exists paths 
o f  A' to Aj, and the ideals o f shortest paths coincide with each other.
Proof. Let P '^p )  be the ideal of shortest path of A* to A  ^ and 
P ’J(/>)=Ap if Ap=A^. Then there exists a unique integral ideal P'J in 
A 'A Aj such tnat P*J=P‘^ {P) for all p. P'J is the ideal of a path of A' 
to Aj by Lemma 3.2. Let A "  be the ideal of path of A' to Aj. Then 
A l^= P 'JB ^\p ) for all p. Let B ” be a two-sided ideal in Aj such that 
Bl^ =B^'^{p), for all p, then A ‘^ '=P‘^ B” . Hence P'-' is uniquely determined.
C o r o lla r y  3 .1 . I f  A'  ^ is a product o f maximal le ft ideals, then 
Ai’ =PiW^K
T heorem  3 .2 . Let A% Aj be as in Theorem 3 .1 . Then every integral 
ideal A'J except finite number is a {characteristic) product o f normal and 
maximal le ft ideals.
From Theorem 2. 3 and Lemma 3.2 we have
Theorem  3. 3. Let A«, Aj be o f the same type which contain the same 
h-order. Then every integral A<, h?-ideal is a product o f normal and 
maximal le ft ideals.
P rop osition  3 .4 . I f  £)’•' = (AjA«')“*, then every A«, AJ-ideal is a product 
o f  normal and maximal left ideals.
It is clear from Poposition 2. 7 and Lemma 3. 2.
P rop osition  3 .5 . I f  A^ is a non-minimal principal h-order fo r  all p, 
then every one-sided integral ideal in A is a product o f  normal and maxemal 
one-sided ideals.
It is clear from Corollary 2.2.
Finally we shall consider the uniqueness of representation as a 
product.
D e fin itio n  8. Let A*^ , B ^ ' be integral ideals. I f  there exist integral 
ideals L*', L*’' such that D '/D ’A'^  is isomorphic to D*'j L * ''B ^ 'as left 
Af-modle, then we call that A'J is quasi-equivalent to B'^'. We shall denote 
this relation by A'  ^^  B'' '^.
I
From the definition we have
L em m a 3.3. I f  then Al  ^ is equivalent to JSJ^
fo r  any p,
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Proposition 3 . 5 .  Let be maximal left ideals. Then
is isomorphic to L*''IL*'B ' fo r  any integral ideals U'' i f  and only 
i f  Ap, Al' are maximal and ^  A^  ^ fo r  some p.
Proof. We assume A*, A*' are maximal, and D\ U'' are ideals. 
Since A],^  is maximal in A*, the annihilator of A^ jA],^  is equal to A^ (A*). 
It is clear that the annihlator of A j^Al^  is equal to A* for q ^ p . 
Hence the annihilator of U ‘ID‘A‘’ is equal to Qk*{P)^  where Qa*{P)p = 
N(Ap) and for Similarly we have the annihilator of
U ’'ID‘'B’'^' is equal to QAP)- Hence U^jD'A*’ and D''IL**'B‘'^ ' are 
^V^AK/’)'niodule. Since those modules are simple and A* jQAP) is simple, 
they are isomorphic. Conversely, we assume L*‘IU'A‘  ^ and ID''B‘'^ ' 
are isomorphic. Since Al^  is maximal in A*, the annihilator M of 
AljAl^ is a maximal two-sided in A*. Furthermore by the assumption we 
haweUJM J,Liy^ = {U/)M'J,U/)-\ K we take L'*''= D ’'QAP)> then we 
obtain = U /M 'p{U /y = U/N(K') M 'M K'rX Lf)-"- Hence
M^=NiA’^ )M 'M KY\  which implies M'^=N{A '^) by [6], Theorem 2.1. 
Therefore, A* is maximal by [5], Theorem 3. 3. Hence A*' is also maximal.
L emma 3. 4. Let A'\ B'^' he maximal left ideals and A», A>' he o f  
the same type. Then A*^  ^  B ^ ' i f  and only i f  A^  ^ A^  implies B^ '^ ^  A^  
and converse.
Proof, “only if” part is clear from Lemma 3,3. We assume, A^ =^¥ 
A ,^ Let M be a maximal two-sided A^ -module contained in Ap^  and M' 
contained in B^ '^ '. There exists an integral A% A '^-ideal C‘‘'. Since 
is a maximal two-sided A -^module in A*, Cl '^M{C“'y  ^= 
for some t. Let A=QAPYC>>IQApyC'''B>^' and B=A^I A'K 
The annihilators of A and B are equal to S, where Sp = M, Sg=A\ for 
q=\=p. Since A and B  are simple A«-modules, they are isomorphic by 
the same argument in the proof of Proposition 3. 5.
Corollary 3 .2 .  The left qusi-equivalent relation fo r  maximal left 
ideals is an equivalent relation. A'^^B‘'^ ' i f  and only i f  A'^  B' '^,I ^
where ^  is defined similarly tor I
Lemma 3.5. Let be maximal. Then there exists maximal
le ft hJ-ideal B' and maximal right -ideal A  such that AB = B^ A\ and 
A ^  B ^ B \I I
Proof. If A^^^B^ ,^ then we can take B'=^ A^ \ A'-=B^ .^ Hence weI
assume A^  ^  ^ B^ '^ . Then there exist distinct prime ideals p, q m R by
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Lemma 3.4 such that =I=A^ , Let C be a maximal left A-'-
ideal such that Cg=Bi'’, C^=A  ^ for p=¥q- Then {AB), = AfCxCt for all t. 
Hence AB=Ar\C<^C. By Proposition 2.9 we obtain A‘ '^B^'^  = CD for 
some integral ideal D. A^^Bl’ = C^ D^  = Dp=^A.l,. Hence, A‘^ '^D and
I
T heorem 3. 4. Let A'^  be an integral ideal which is expressed as a 
{characteristic) product o f  normal and maximal left ideals. Then the 
number o f  maximal left ideals which appear in this expression is the same 
and those ideals are uniquely detemined and commutative up to left quasi­
equivalent.
Proof. Let A'^=L-,L  ^••• L ,; the L’s are maximal. Then A* = L „ ^ L i^  
Lf=A‘^  is a composition series of K'jA'K Hence t is 
uniquely determined and are unique as a left A*-
module. Hence the theorem is true by Lemmas 3. 3, 3. 4 and 3. 5.
From Theorem 2.5 we have
T heorem 3 .5 .  Let A’ '^ be an integral ideal. Then A^^=B''’C*‘^ , where 
is expressed as a product o f  normal and maximal one-sided ideals, 
and C*-’ is principal for all p and A.^ , A-' are locally isomorphic.
4. Ideal class.
We shall consider the ideal classes in ^-orders following [4], p. 88. 
We define equivalent relations of left ideals A'\ B ‘‘‘ of A* and of h- 
orders A^ ', A*, and A».
Definition 9. i f  there exists an elment a  in 2  such that
W
A'^=B'’’a. A«’ ~A * i f  there exists cc in 2  such that A*=c<A*q:~\ A’^ ~ B ‘’’ 
i f  there exists two-sided regular ideal C*' o f  A< and an element a  such 
that A>^=OiB‘'^ cc.
It is clear that those relations are equivalent ones. We can define 
the classes of right ideals. The classes of left ideals correspond to those 
for right ideals. By the same argument as in [4], p. 89, we have the 
following proposition, however we give the proof for the completeness.
P r o p o sit io n  4.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence o f  classes
o f  h-orders which are o f  the same type as a fixed h-order JSJ to the classes
0)
o f  le ft h}-ideals with respect to relation ~ .
Proof. We assume A*’=a-'A»a:. Since A^ ', A* are of the same type,
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there exist ideals by Theorem 1.6. Then (5**)~'j5**=A*=a:-W<x =
Hence Let C= ,  then
C74'^ q:(5 ’*)"^=5 ’*«“‘A-'«(5 '*)“‘=A«. Hence C is a two-sided regular ideal 
of JSJ by Corollary I. 2. Conversely, if B ’’‘ = 0 ‘A‘^ '(X, then A*'=(5‘*')''5’* = 
a-\A ‘^ ) - ’ (C'O - =a~
T heorem 4 . 1 .  Let R be the ring o f integers, and K  the field o f  
rationals. Then one-sided ideal classes o f  an h-order over R is  finite, and 
hence the isomorphic classes o f  h-orders which are o f  the same type is finite.
Proof. Let A-' be an ^-order which belongs to <I>= { ,^-}?=i-block, and 
«i>'= {/»,•}?-! the set of prime factors of the different of a maximal order 
Q> containing A. Let P  be a maximal one^  ^ among normal two-sided 
ideal in A. If P  does not divide any pi in then P^  = {Ar)r and
Pg = {Kr)g=h.g fot  ^=|= ^  by [4], p. 84, Satz 3. Hence P=Kr. If P  divides 
either in <1) or p' in <!>', then P ‘“^ ^^ =pA or p'A' for some p{p) by [6], 
Theorem 2. 2 and [4], p. 89. By the assumption and [6], Theorems I. 2 
and 6. 3 there exists a finite number of A-orders in a maximal order 
whith belongs to $ . Since the class number of maximal order in S is 
finite, hence the class number of h-orders in 2 which are of the same
type is also finite. Therefore, we can find finite representations A‘^  (j =
0)
I, ,t)  of ideal class with respect to the relation ~  by Proposition 4.1. 
Let B'* be any ideal, then there exist a two-sided ideal C“' and a regular 
element a  in S snch that B‘'‘ = C‘‘A'^ cc. We may assume that O' is a 
normal ideal in A*. Then O'^Pi^^Pz^ P'/'Q{  ^••• by Theorem 1.4. 
Let p = raayi{p{p)}. On the other hand we know the above argument 
that P'i’’ is a principal ideal generated by an element in R. Therefore, 
{ U . P A''^  ] O ^ e , - , 1} can represnt any class of ideals with 
respect to the relation ~ ,  where P,- is a maximal ideal dividing a prime 
in ^  and Qy is maximal normal ideal in A dividing a prime
in Hence the class number is finite.
Remark 5. It is clear that if two A-orders are not of the same type, 
then they are not isomorphic, and hence the number of isomorphic 
classes of /s-orders in general is infinite.
Remark 6. Let D,. be the generalized quaternions. By [3], Theorem 
3.2' the number of isomorphic classes in D_j which are of the same
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4) We call those ideals maximal normal ideals.
type, in general, is larger than that of maximal orders, however the 
latter coincides with the former in Z)+i.
5. Norm and different.
We shall use the same definitions as in £1], [4]].
Let M be a finitely generated i?-module with generator (Ua, Ug, •••, 
u„). Let
Ri = — +«,•„«„ = O (/ = I, 2, — , n)
be relations in M. We shall denote R{M) the i?-module generated by 
|%| where Rf runs through all relations.
Let be a finitely generated i?-torsion module and N=Na'^N-,'^'-- 
^AT^  = (O) be a composition series of N. Let A{NilNi+^= {x\ £R, xNi<C.
-+i}, then A{Ni/Ni+i) is a prime ideal in R. Then II in
uniquely determined. By the usual argument (cf. [ I ]  p. 261, £4] P. 79, 
§4) we can prove R{N)=ILA{Ni/Ni+i).
Definition 10. Let A> be an h-order and A" a normal two-sided ideal. 
We denote RiK'jA") by NA'K
L emma 5 .1 .  Let Q be a maximal normal two-sided ideal then NQ =  
where q=Qr\R.
Proof. If Q is maximal then q=Qr\R is prime and Ag is a maximal 
order. If Q is not maximal, Qr\R=qK Since Qg is the radical of A ,^ 
# = 1 In any case, since A/Q=(i?/^)«i0"-0(i?/Q)M^, NQ=q^.
L emma 5.2. I f  {A'\ then N A ^ B ' ' A m B ^ K
P roof Since A"B"=B»A‘\ A''B'i=A*ir\B'\ Therefore, A/^«<B- =  
A/^«'-©A/5‘‘.
Proposition 5 . 1 .  Let A, B be a normal two-sided ideal in A. Then 
NAB=NANB.
Proof. By Theorem 1.2. A=IIQa(/»,•)*>■, B=JlQtiP^^i. It is clear 
from the construction of QjJ^ p) that {QiiP), Qiiq))= A if p=¥^ q. Therefore, 
the proposition is clear from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.
We can naturally extend the definition of norm to the fractional 
two-sided ideals and it satisties the relation in the proposition 5.1.
Let A be an ^-order belonging to 3>-block and Xl a maximal order 
containing A. Let be the set of prime ideals in R which divide the 
disdriminant of O. If then A ^ and p is tmramified.
Therefore, A^  is the different of 12^ . If p^<^^(^', there exists a unique
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maximal regular twosided ideal D{p) of A such that S{t>{p))cZ.Rp, because 
SiA-p)'^RP and regular two-sided ideals over are linearly ordered by 
Theorem 1.2, where S( ) means the trace of 2  over K. Then there 
exists a unique normal two-sided ideal D in A such that Dp^=D(P) for 
and £>7 =^Aj=Xiy for It is clear that Di s a  unique
maximal normal two-sided ideal in A such that S(D‘ ')C i?.
T heorem 5 . 1 .  {Different’s theorem). Normal maximal two-sided ideal 
Q in A divides D i f  and only i f  Q is either ramified^  ^ or a second kind 
prime ideal.
Proof. Let Q be a normal maximal ideal, and p=Qr\R. Then p = 
Q^T and (Q, T ) = A  by Theorem 2.2. If = RpU^® ®RpU„, then 
^Jp^-p=^RplpRpUi®"-®RJpRpU„. Hence for any element a  in A^  the 
regular representation over K o i a  induces naturally the regular representa­
tion over Rjp oi a, If, and a  ^QT, then P^p, and hence a"=d. 
Therefore, S(a) = {6), which implies S(QT)=O (mod p). S{Q^~^S{p~'^QT)=‘ 
p-^S{QT)QR. Hence Q^ ~’ CD-^ and If e = l, then ^  ^'I' by [6], 
Theorem 2.2. Hence A^=O^ and Q is a second kind prime ideal if Ql A  
and the converse is true by §1 and [4], p. 84, Satz 3. Finally we assume 
Q\D. Ii P  ^ then we have proved the thorem. If p&^,  then Q is 
ramified by [6], Theorem 2.2.
Definition 11. Let 8 be the ideal in R generated by |S(a,ay)| where 
a'iS run through all n elements in an order A in 2  and [ 2 :  K~\ = n. We 
call S the discriminant o f  A..
L emma 5.3. Let {u^ , u^ , be a minimal basis o f  A^  over Rp,
then S = I S{UfUj) |.
By Proposition 5.1 and the proof of [4], p. 81, Satz 4, we have
L emma 5 . 4 .  Let Abe a regular two-sided ideal o f  an h-order A  ^ over 
Rp. I f  we have, fo r  minimal basis {W(), (a,-) o f  A^  and A over Rp respectively,
{a,) = {w,)M, MeK„
then NA^\M\Rp.
T heorem 5 .2. Let A be an h-order over R. A prime ideal p in R 
divides 8 i f  and only i f  maximal normal two-sided ideal Q in A which 
divides p is either ramified or a second kind prime ideal.
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5) In A-order A we have P=Q{^ ---Q.P by Theorem 1.4, where the Q,’s are 
roaximal normal two-sided ideals In A. If e,->2, then we call Q, is ramified.
Proof. Let (Mj, •••, m„) be a minimal basis of over Rp. Then 
it is well known that
(Ml, U„ -  , = (Ml, «2, ••• U„){S{UiUj)Y^
is a minimal basis of D={x\ 6S, S(:rA^)^i?^}. Since D d D ,  we obtain 
for a minimal basis (Wj) of 5  over that {u>i, W2 , , w„) = {Ui, U^ , •••, 
u„)(aij), Uij^Rp. Hence, {w^ , •••, w„) = (Mi, u^ , ,Mj(S(MiMy))-X^o')- There­
fore, from Lemma 5.4 we have AT(5~^ ) = S"'|a,y|, and hence N(Dp) =
I  I by the remark after Proposition 5.1. Let ^  be a factor of S 
and P  a prime ideal in A such that Po. R = p. If P  is unramified, then 
A^  is a maximal order by [6], Theorem 2. 2. Hence P  is second kind 
by [4], p. 88, satz 2.
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